H2        PRESS  CONTROLLERS DREAD CHANGE
a purely commercial enterprise has gone, of necessity, the
care for accuracy which was once the mark of the com-
petent journalist. It was carried, as many good things
have been, too far. Tie Times, when I worked for it,
employed two men to read through every line that went
into the paper and make certain that no errors crept in
(of course they did creep in, all the same). These two
men were quite apart from, and far above the printer's
readers, who check all proofs against copy and correct
compositors' mistakes. They were next in dignity to
the Editor. They were styled Assistant-Editors. And
that was their job—to prevent inaccuracies and faults of
style from marring the pages of Tie Times.
Tie Times still does its best to be accurate (except about
Russia). So do the Telegrapl, the Morning Po5f, and most
of the excellent newspapers that are labelled " pro-
vincial." They do not succeed. It is impossible that
they should. But they do try to live up to a certain stand-
ard of trustworthiness, an endeavour which the popular
papers abandoned long ago.
This is a natural consequence of advertisements becom-
ing the most important part of them. Reading matter
takes a secondary place. It must be there, but why worry
very much about it ? What do mistakes matter ?
This causes frequent difficulty in discovering what has
happened. When a prominent surgeon died in a hospital,
Tie Times and the Daily Express announced correctly that
his death occurred while he was in the operating theatre
awaiting the patient. Other accounts were:
News-Clronicle: Died while preparing to go to a private
house to perform operation.
Daily Herald: Died while visiting a friend.
Daily Mail: Died in the middle of the operation.
This was of trifling importance.   So was the colour of

